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elf Mind Clearing is a technique developed for 

the self-administration of Mind Clearing. Mind Clear-
ing originated from a technique of Rosalyn Bruyere’s 
called Brain Balancing. Rosalyn is an internationally 
acclaimed healer, clairvoyant and medicine woman. 
She taught this technique to Rev. Rudy Noël (Clavijo) 
when he was a student and later a staff member at 
Rosalyn’s Healing Light Center. Rudy later modified 
the technique, and changed its name to Mind Clear-
ing. Subsequently, he shared the technique with Janet 
Mentgen, founder of Healing Touch, who incorpo-
rated it into the Healing Touch curriculum.

This is a light touch technique that balances the 
energy flow within the brain and promotes relaxation 
and peacefulness.  It is useful for focusing and quiet-
ing the mind and to clear stress-related headaches.

The Self-Mind Clearing Technique was a gift to me 
from my guides after I had struggled unsuccessfully 
with the challenges of using all the normal Mind 
Clearing hand positions on myself. One evening, I 
asked Janet Mentgen, Dorothea Hover-Kramer, other 
healers who have transitioned and my personal 
guides to help me with finding hand positions that 
would be easier for self-usage. The following morning, 

the full technique was there in my mind, a gift to be 
shared with others. 

To enable me to share Self-Mind Clearing with other 
healers and clients, I decided to create an illustrated 
handout. A delightful young friend, Sita Thompson, 
posed for photos of each hand position. With the in-
valuable assistance of my tech-savvy son, Philip Bishop, 
we converted the photos to simplified black/white 
images, adding descriptions of each hand position.

Since developing the handout early in 2014, I have 
taught Self-Mind Clearing to members of our local 
Healing Touch Practice Group, attendees at an intro-
ductory Healing Touch presentation, local hospice 
volunteers, and some of my clients. It was so well re-
ceived that I subsequently shared the technique with 
several Healing Touch instructors in Washington state 
and Healing Touch Program. It is with their blessings 
that I offer the technique and handout to you. 

Please feel free to copy it, share it with other healers, 
family, friends and clients, and use it personally. 

With gratitude to those healers who have gone before 
us, and all those yet to come.

Penny Burdick, MD, HTCP, HT Instructor-in-Training

Self-Mind Clearing 
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Hold each for approximately 1 minute.

by Penny Burdick, MD, HTCP, HTI 


